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Abstract 
In the past ten years, the academic and archival communities have written extensively about 
the need to formally preserve video games as cultural records (Gooding and Terras, 2008; 
Monnens et al., 2009; Newman, 2012). Yet the idea of a video game as a defined material 
object has been challenged by digital delivery, and the trend for “remastered” versions of 
classic games. Similarly to remastered music albums and movies, this process can drastically 
change the material experience of playing certain games, from the material interface of 
consoles, controllers and display devices, to improved graphics and menus, and even changes 
in the fundamental gameplay experience. This paper will argue that the combined phenomena 
of remastering and digital delivery move games away from their material roots to become 
objects of flux, constantly subjected to a dynamic process of reinterpretation. 
We will provide a theoretical approach to the remastering of classic video games, by 
comparing videogame remastering to the music industry, drawing on archival theory and 
exploring recently remastered series such as Final Fantasy, the Legend of Zelda, and Resident 
Evil. The paper will trace the way in which these widely recognised classics of the medium 
have been recreated, repurposed and reimagined through the changing technology of 
contemporary games hardware. By contrasting the shifting ludic, technological and social 
experiences of these classic games with the literature on technological solutions to video game 
preservation, we will interrogate the concept of archival stability as it relates to a medium 
defined by technological innovation. 
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